Coronary development is regulated by ATP-dependent SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling component BAF180.
Dissecting the molecular mechanisms that guide the proper development of epicardial cell lineages is critical for understanding the etiology of both congenital and adult forms of human cardiovascular disease. In this study, we describe the function of BAF180, a polybromo protein in ATP-dependent SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complexes, in coronary development. Ablation of BAF180 leads to impaired epithelial-to-mesenchymal-transition (EMT) and arrested maturation of epicardium around E11.5. Three-dimensional collagen gel assays revealed that the BAF180 mutant epicardial cells indeed possess significantly compromised migrating and EMT potentials. Consequently, the mutant hearts form abnormal surface nodules and fail to develop the fine and continuous plexus of coronary vessels that cover the entire ventricle around E14. PECAM and *-SMA staining assays indicate that these nodules are defective structures resulting from the failure of endothelial and smooth muscle cells within them to form coronary vessels. PECAM staining also reveal that there are very few coronary vessels inside the myocardium of mutant hearts. Consistent with this, quantitative RT-PCR analysis indicate that the expression of genes involved in FGF, TGF, and VEGF pathways essential for coronary development are down-regulated in mutant hearts. Together, these data reveal for the first time that BAF180 is critical for coronary vessel formation.